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UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE 
2,690,542 

ELECTRICA, CONNECTOR 

Willia B. Pearce, Share, and Salaes B. Luck, 
Vºatertown, Mass, assignors te Albert & J. M. 
Anderson. Isaiaufacturing Company, South Bos 
ion, Mass., a corporation of Massachusetts 

Application November 10, i349, Serial No. 126,488 
(Ci. 339-48) 3 Claimis. 

This invention relates to an electrical connector 
and particularly to an insulated electrical Con 
nector. . 

In general, the invention has for an object to 
provide a novel and superior construction of all 
electrical connector and particularly a cable con 
lector, which may be economically nanufactured 
;indised with advantage as a univerSal Connector 
for cooperation with an identical connector in 
inaking an electrical connection. 
A more specific oiject of the invention is to 

provide a novel construction of insulated elec 
trical con?ector, and particularly insulated cable 
connector, adapted for use as a universal con 
rector for cooperation with an identical connec 
tor in making an electrical connection. 
A further object of the invention is to provide 

a novel and in proved electrical connector of 
the character specified having novel provision for 
positively locking the connectors in their engaged 
position and whose structure is such as to be capa 
ble of being quickly and easily unlocked When 
it is desired to disengage the connectOS. 
With these general objects in view and Such 

others as may hereinafter appear, the invention 
consists in the electrical connectors hereinafter 
described and particularly defined in the claims 
at the end of this specification. 
In the drawings illustrating the preferred en 

bodiment of the invention, Fig. 1 is a perSpective 
view of two identical connectors embodying the 
present invention and shown prior to engagement; 
Fig. 2 is a side elevation of the two connectors 
shown in Fig. 1 showing the connectors in en 
gagement; Fig. 3 is a cross-sectional view taken 
on the line 3-3 of Fig. 2; Fig. 4 is a croSS-Sec 
tional view of a single connector, the Section 
being taken on the line -i of Fig. 1: Fig. 5 is a 
cross-sectional view taken on the line 5-5 of 
Fig. 4; Fig. 6 is a longitudinal Sectional view 
of two connectors in engagement, the Section 
being taken on the line 6-6 of Fig. 3; Fig. 7 is a 
side elevation of a pair of engaged connectors 
illustrating a modified form of the present inven 
tion; Fig. 8 is a cross-sectional view taken On 
the line 8-8 of Fig. 7; Fig. 9 is a longitudinal 
cross-section of a pair of engaged connectors as 
taken on the line 9-9 of Fig. 8, and Fig. 10 is 
a side elevation of the outer member of a single 
connector to be hereinafter referred to. 
In general, the present invention contemplates 

a novel and improved electrical Connector de 
signed for use as a universal Connector in that 
identical connectors may be coupled together to 
form an insulated electrical Connection. In a C 
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Cordance wtih the present invention, the electrical 
connector comprises a contact member preferably 
having provision for connection to a cable, and 
a casing surrounding the contact member, the 
Casing being provided with Spaced fingerS air 
ranged for Cooperation with an identical Casing 
inenber of a Second connector, and in which the 
fingers Of One Casing fit into the Spaces betWeen. 
the fingers of the casing of the second connector 
when the connection is made, the cooperating 
firgei's Serving to hold the contacts of the two 
connectors in engagement. In the preferred form 
Of the invention, the casings may comprise insul 
latting C3SingS and the Cooperating ContactS form 
the electrical connection. Provision is also prefer. 
ably made for positively locking the engaged con 
nectors together in a simple and eficient nannel 
whereby to preventinadvertent separation thereof 
and in a nanner Such as to enable then to be 
quickly and easily unlocked to disengage the con 
rectorS. 

Referring now to the drawings, the present in 
wention is herein illustrated as embodied in an 
insulated universal Connector. Each insulated 
electrical connector comprises in general a con 
nector unit te adapted for connection with an 
identical connector 2. Each connector includes a 
contact herein shown as a Spring pressed butt 
contact member carried by and threadedly 
secured to one end of a cylindrical metal member 
or carrier 6 slidably mounted in a tubular metal 
holder 8 having an inwardiy extended flange 
portion 23 at one end. The contact carrier S 
is provided with a shouldered portion arranged 
to engage the inner surface of the flange 20, and 
a coil spring 22 interposed between the outer sur 
face of the flange and a collared portion 24 formed 
on the butt contact it is arranged to yieldingly 
urge the contact OutWardly, Cr to the left View 
ing Fig. 4, the movement in this direction being 
limited by engagement of the shouldered portion 
With the fange 2. The Cylindrical Contact Car 
rier 6 may be bored as shown to receive the end 
of a cable, indicated in dotted lines at 25, which 
may and preferably will be soldered in the bore. 
The insulating casing for the connector is 

herein shown as comprising an outer tubular insu 
lating member 26 and an inner tubular insulating 
member 28 fitted. Within the Outer Yerber, the 
inner insulating member 28 being of less length 
than the outer member and Secured thereto by 
pins 29 and the latter may also be made of insu 
lating material. As herein shown, the flanged 
metal holder 8 is mounted Within the Outer mem 
ber 26 and is arranged to bear against the end 
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of the inner' inenber 22. The Outer member 23 
of the insulating casing extends toward the cable 
eind Of the Unië a Substantial distance beyond the 
eld of the holder 8, and is exteriorly threaded 
at the cable end to receive a metal cap member 
3. A tubular insulating sleeve or spacer 32 is 
fitted Within the outer insulating member 26 and 
fol'ins an insulating extension of the tubular metal 
holder 8, the sleeve 32 being interposed between 
the end of the holder 3 and the cap member 3) 
So that when the Cag embel is tightened the 
parts are held in assembled 'elation with the 
flanged end of the holdel 3 fitted against the 
eisi of the illnar tubular insulating member 28. 
As helrein shown, the connecting end of the 

oute insulating tube 26 is shaped to form two 
opposed elongated fingers 34, 36 arcuate in cross 
Section and having Spaces 38, 40 therebetween, 
the spaces being Substantially equal in width to 
the width of the fingers, and the inner insulat 
ing tube 28 is likewise shaped at its connecting 
end to form two opposed elongated fingers 42, 
44 arcuate in cross-Section and having spaces 
46, 48 therebetween Substantially equal in width 
to the fingers 42, 44, the fingers of each tube 
being arranged to legister with and in Substan 
tially radial alignment with the spaces of its 
opposed tube. In other Words, the illustrated 
insulating casing is provided with a pair of dia 
metrically opposed outer fingel's 34, 36 and a 
pair of diametrically opposed inner fingers 42, 
44, each pair of fingers lying in different circles 
So that when facing the end of the casing a dia 
metal line passing through the center of the 
outer fingers 34, 36 Will be at right angles to a 
diametral line passing through the center of the 
inner fingers 42, 44. 
With this construction it will be seen that 

when two identically constructed insulated con 
nectOIS are engaged in Operative relation, the 
arcuate fingers 34, 36 of each Outer tube 26 will 
fit into corresponding spaces 38, 40 of its opposed 
tube, and that the arcuate fingers 42, 44 of each 
inner tube 28 will likewise fit into the correspond 
ing spaces 46, 48 of opposed tubes to provide two 
substantially continuous thicknesses of insula 
tion about the abutting contacts 4, as Will be 
Seen in croSS-Section in Fig. 3. As shown in Fig. 
6, when thus engaged, the abutting contacts 
are yieldingly engaged, the contract carriers 6 : 
being depressed in the holders 8, the Springs 
operating to urge the butt contacts in firm en 
gagement. It Will be observed that the fingers 
34, 36 and 42, 44 are substantially equal in length 
and preferably extend a Substantial distance be 
yond the end of the contact member 4. It will 
also be observed that each set of fingers fit 
snugly into the spaces of the other connector so 
that adjacent fingers form a Substantially con 
tinuous tube when the connectors are engaged. 

Provision is further made in the illustrated 
embodiment of the invention for locking the in 
sulated connectors in their engaged position, the 
locking means being herein shown as compris 
ing an exterior sleeve 50 for each connector fitted 
about and mounted for limited rotation relative 
to the outer insulating tube 26 but held from 
longitudinal movement relative thereto. The 
exterior locking sleeves 50 may and preferably 
will be made from insulating material and are 
also adapted for universal engagement with an 
identical exterior sleeve of a second connector, 
each sleeve being provided With two Spaced and 
diametrically opposed fingers 52, 54 adapted to 
fit into the spaces 56, 58 between the fingers of 
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an identical sleeve, the width of the spaces in 
this instance being slightly more than the Width 
of the fingers to permit relative rotation of the 
sleeves after they are engaged. 

In order to lock the exterior sleeves in their 
engaged position, one longitudinal side edge of 
each finger is provided with a hook portion or 
notch portion 60 arranged to engage With the 
hook portions of an identical connector, as 
clearly shown in Fig. 2. Each sleeve 50 is mount 
ed on the Outer tube 26 so that the fingers 52, 54 
are Substantially in radial alignment With the 
spaces 38, 49 of the outer tube 26 and the sleeve 
is maintained in such position, with provision for 
Slight rotation relative to the Outer tube, by 
spaced pins 62 carried by and radially extended 
from the outer tube and arranged to be received 
in an elongated radial slot 64 formed in the ex 
terior sleeve, the pins 62 being spaced relative 
to the ends of the Slot to limit the extent of ro 
tation of the sleeve and also Serving to prevent 
vertical displacement of the sleeve. As illus 
trated in Figs. 1 and 2, the fingers 52, 54 may 
and preferably Will be Substantially equal in 
length to the fingers of the insulating casing 
and the hook portions 60 are disposed Substan 
tially medially of the ends of the fingers 52, 54, 
there being a slight clearance for the ends of the 
fingers to permit the hook portions 6 to pass 
each other when the sleeves are fully engaged. 
Thereafter, slight rotation of the sleeves to bring 
the hook portions in vertical alignment and then 
a slight outward pull of the connectors will bring 
the hook portions into locking engagement to 
thus prevent disengagement of the connectors. 
In the illustrated embodiment of the inven. 

tion, the yielding engagement of the butt con 
tacts 4 serve to urge the connectors in a direc 
tion to maintain the hook portions 60 in engage 
ment and also, when the sleeves 50 are initially 
forcibly engaged and rotated to present the hook 
portions in alignment, the latter Will automati 
cally be urged into engagement by virtue of the 
yieldingly engaged contacts when the sleeves are 
released from the hand. Provision is also made 
for automatically effecting rotation of the sleeves 
50 to present the hook portions 60 in Vertical 
alignment When the sleeves are engaged, and as 
herein shown, a Spring 70 mounted in each slot 
64 is connected at one end to a, Spring stud 72 
carried by the outer tube 26 and extended with 
in the slot 64, and is connected at its other end 
to a pin 74 carried by the exterior sleeve 50, the 
spring serving to maintain the sleeve at its limit 
of rotary movement in one direction against one 
of the limiting pins 62, that is, in a direction to 
urge the hook portions into vertical alignment 
When the Sleeves are engaged. 
As herein ShoWin, the engaging portions of the 

fingers 52, 54 are preferably formed at a slight 
angle adjacent the notch or hook portions 60 to 
form can Surfaces 6 each of which is a langed 
to engage the can Surfaces of the other sleeve 
and which operates to effect relative rotation or 
Spreading apart of the sleeves against the action 
of the springs 70 when the connectors are par 
tially engaged and When the hook members pass 
each other the sleeves will be rotated by the 
Springs to Snap the hook portions into vertical 
alignment Whereupon the spring loaded contacts 

operate to urge the hooks into operative en 
gagement. In Order to disengage the connectors 
it is merely necessary to grasp the sleeves and 
rotate them in the opposite direction against 
the action of the springs 70 to move the hook 
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portions out of alignment whereupon an outward 
pull will separate the connectors. In the illus 
trated eibodiment of the invention each lock 
ing sieeve 50 is preferably provided with tWO 
Springs operating in opposed slots 64 and co 
operating with Spaced limiting pins 62. Also, 
the locking Sleeves being preferably made of in 
Suating inaterial forms in effect a third tubular 
layer of insulation about the contacts when en 
gaged in operative relation, as shown in Fig. 3. 
From the above description it will be seen that 

identical insulated connectors provided upon the 
ends of cables may be connected together and 
locked in operative engagement to form an effi 
cient and completely insulated connection. While 
the present invention has been herein illustrated 
as provided with terminals comprising Spring 
loaded butt contacts, it is not desired to limit 
the invention in this respect as other forms of 
cooperable terminals maybe used including con 
tacts of the either end type or of the plug and 
socket type. It will also be apparent that the 
either end or universal type of locking Sleeve 
herein illustrated may be embodied in other types 
of electrical coinectors. 
While it is preferred to construct the casings 

and fingers of insulating material, in Some in 
Stanges we may prefer to construct them of 
netal and in Such a case suitable insulation Will 
be provided between the casings and fingers and 
the cantral electrical contacts. One application 
of Such a modified construction resides in those 
instances where it is desired to maintain con 
tinuity of a ground shield around the central 
gea Eductor. 
As illustrated in Figs. 7 to 10, the modified form 

of electrical connector embodying a metal caS 
ing comprises connector 8 adapted for universal 
connection with an identical connector 82. Each 
connector is provided with a central contact 
herein shown as a spring-pressed butt contact 
member 84 threadedly secured to the reduced 
diameter end of cylindrical cable adaptor 86 
arranged for connection to the end of a cable 
85. The contact unit, including the member 84 
and adaptor 36, is slidingly mounted in and in 
sulated from the outer metallic casing member 
88, which latter may form a ground shield around 
the central conductor. As herein ShoWn, an in 
sulating sleeve 90 surrounding the contact men 
ber 84 and movable therewith is slidingly mount 
ed in the contact end of the metal casing. The 
forward end of the sleeve 90 is provided with 
a depressed portion 92 into which the head of 
the contact is received, the fiared shoulder por 
tion 94 of the sleeve bearing against the bot 
tom of the depressed portion and the contact 
end of the head extending a short distance been 
yond the end of the sleeve to permit abutting 
engagement with the contact of a Second con 
nector. The other end of the sleeve 99 is bored 
to receive a coil spring 96 arranged to urge the 
contact member and its insulating sleeve for 
Wardly, one end of the coil Spring bearing against 
the botton of the bore and the other end of the 
Spring bearing against the end of a metal bush 
ing 98 fixed in the casing 88. The bushing 98 
forms a slide bearing for the Contact member 
83 and the adjacent end of the adaptor 86, and 
is provided with a fanged portion 09 engaged 
between annular insulating members 2, 0. 
fitted within the cable end of the casing 88, the 
annular member 2 being provided with a 
grooved portion arranged to receive the fiange, 
as shown. The inside diameter of the annular 
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insulating member 04 forms a slide bearing for 
the adaptor 8 and engagement of the shouldered 
portion of the adaptor with the flanged end of 
the bushing forms a stop to limit the outward 
extension of the contact member. The end of 
the insulating sleeve 9 is slidingly guided in 
the annular Space formed betWeer te metai 
bushing 98 and the insulating ring 92. A metal 
cap member 05 threadedly engaged with the 
cable end of the casing is arranged to retain 
the parts in assembled relation. 
The metal casing 38, as herein shown, is pref 

erably formed from a tubular member shaped 
at its connecting end to form two diametrically 
opposed elongated outer fingers 06, 08, arcuate 
in cross section and having spaces therebetween 
arranged to receive the corresponding Outer fin 
gers of a second connector and two diametrically 
opposed elongated inner fingers , 2 arranged 
substantially at right angles to the Outer fingers 
and which are also arcuate in cross Section and 
haying spaces therebetween arranged to receive 
the corresponding inner fingers of the Second 
connector. The outer fingers 6, 8 are co 
extensive with " the outside diameter of the tiu 
bular member and the inner fingers are formed 
by bending the tube walls inwardly as illustrated. 
With this construction it will be seen that when 

two identical connectors are engaged in Operative 
relation the arcuate fingers of each casing Will 
fit into corresponding spaces to form an Outer 
metallic ground shield for the central conductor 
comprising the abutting contacts 84 yieldingly 
urged into firm engagement by the coil Springs 
96 and that the insulating members including 
the sleeve 9 and annular members (2, 4 inter 
posed between the contact and the casing form 
an efficient barrier between the conductor and 
the casing. It will also be observed that the slid 
ingly mounted insulating sleeves 90 are arranged 
to afford insulating protection for the contact 
members 8 in any longitudinal position to Which 
they are moved during engagement and disen 
gagement of the ConnectOrS. 

Provision is also made for locking the con 
nectors in their engaged condition, and as illus 
trated in Figs. 7 and 10, one longitudinal edge 
of each of the two outer fingers 06, 8 is pro 
vided with a hook or notched portion is ar 
ranged to engage with the hook portion of an 
identical connector, the hook portions being dis 
posed substantially medially of the ends of the 
fingers. The widths of the Spaces are slightly 
more than the width of the fingers COOperating 
therewith so as to permit relative rotation of 
the casings after they are engaged and the inner 
fingers 0, 2 are provided with cut out por 
tions along one edge, as indicated at if 6, for 
the same purpose. Thus, in practice, the Con 
raectors are mOved together until the hook por 
tions it pass each other and then slight rota 
tion to bring the hookportions in Vertical align 
ment and a slight out Ward pull of the connectors 
will bring the hook portions into locking en 
gagement, the yielding engagement of the butt 
contacts Serving to urge the connectors apart to 
maintain the hook portion in engagement. 
While the preferred embodiment of the inven 

tion has been herein illustrated and described, 
it will be understood that the invention may be 
embodied in other forms within the scope of the 
following claims. 

Having thus described the invention, what is 
claimed is: 

1. An electrical connector comprising a body 
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portion, a spring-pressed electrical contact mem 
ber yieldingly and slidingly mounted in the body 
portion, a locking sleeve carried by and rotatably 
mounted on said body portion, said sleeve being 
shaped for cooperating and locking engagement 
with an identical sleeve of a second connector, 
means for yieldingly urging the sleeves into lock 
ing engagement when the Connectors are en 
gaged, whereby to maintain the yieldingly mount 
ed contact members in their engaged position, 
and means carried by said body portion and en 
gageable with said sleeve for preventing longi 
tudinal displacement and for limiting the rotary 
movement of Said sleeve. 

2. An electrical connector comprising an in 
sulating casing, a spring-pressed electrical con 
tact member yieldingly and slidingly mounted 
in the insulating casing, said insulating Casing 
having spaced fingers of a width. Substantially 
equal to the width of the spaces therebetween, 
said fingers being adapted to fit into the Spaces 
of an identical casing of a Second connector, a 
locking sleeve carried by and rotatably mounted 
on said insulating casing, said sleeve being shaped 
for cooperating locking engagement With an iden 
tical sleeve of a Second connector, and means for 
yieldingly rotating the sleeves into locking en 
gagement whein the connectors are engaged, 
whereby to maintain the yieldingly mounted con 
tact members in their engaged position, and a pin 
and slot connection between said insulating cas 
ing and said sleeve for preventing longitudinal 
displacement and for limiting the rotary move 
ment of Said sleeve. 

3. An electrical connector comprising a tubular 
insulating casing, a spring-pressed electrical con 
tact member yieldingly and slidingly mounted 
in the casing, Said casing connprising an outer 
tube having two Spaced fingers of a width sub 
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stantially equal to the width of the spaces there 
between, and a second tube mounted within the 
outer tube also having two spaced fingers of a 
width substantially equal to the width of the 
spaces therebetween, the fingers of each tube 
being in radial alignment With the SpaceS Of 
the other tube in a single casing, said fingers be 
ing adapted to fit into the corresponding spaces 
of identical insulating casing of a Second con 
nector, and an exterior insulating locking sleeve 
carried by and rotatably mounted on said in 
Sulating Casing, Said sleeve being shaped for co 
operating and locking engagement with an iden 
tical sleeve of the second connector whereby to 
maintain the yieldingly mounted contact mem 
bers in their engaged position, means carried by 
said casing and engageable with said sleeve for 
preventing vertical displacement and for limiting 
the rotary movement of the sleeve, and means 
for yieldingly rotating and maintaining the 
sleeves in locking engagement when the connec 
toi's are engaged. 
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